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The olfactory tubercle (OT) receives input
from the olfactory bulb and the olfactory
cortex, but it is not just an olfactory process-
ing center. The OT is a heterogeneous struc-
ture, and part of it resembles the nucleus
accumbens (NAc) in its connectivity, prin-
cipal neuron type, and involvement in goal-
directed behavior. Therefore, this portion of
the OT is considered part of the ventral
striatum.

While numerous studies have examined
the activity of NAc neurons during different
epochs of reward-seeking behaviors, little is
known about the contribution of OT neu-
rons to such behaviors. To address this gap,
Gadziola and Wesson recorded from OT
neurons as water-restricted mice performed
an instrumental task: licking a spout for 2.5 s
to receive liquid rewards. Of the 79% of OT
neurons that changed their firing rate dur-
ing the course of this experiment, most
showed an increase in spike rate before re-
ward delivery. Many neurons began re-
sponding even before the mouse started
licking the spout. Firing rates often changed
again upon reward delivery, either increas-
ing transiently or slowly decreasing. Firing
rates were also modulated by the type of re-
ward (plain water, saccharin water, or qui-
nine water), as well as by the size of the
reward, with larger rewards generating
greater responses.

The responses of OT neurons to re-
ward anticipation and consumption sug-
gest that they have roles similar to those of
NAc neurons. Although the substantial
input from olfactory areas to the OT sug-
gests that this area might be particularly
important in driving behaviors motivated
by odor, the experiments reported here
demonstrate that the OT is not limited to
olfactory-based goal-seeking. Future in-

vestigations should seek to distinguish the
roles of NAc and OT in goal-directed ac-
tions, including those that underlie drug
addiction.

Amygdala Activation Alters Fear
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Taking appropriate action to avoid danger is
essential to survival, and it is highly depen-
dent on the amygdala. The amygdala has
central roles both in learning to identify po-
tential threats and in orchestrating appro-
priate defensive responses. These functions
are performed primarily by the basolateral
and central nuclei of the amygdala (BLA and
CeA), respectively. When an animal en-
counters an unexpected noxious stimulus
[an unconditioned stimulus (US)], a signal
is sent to the BLA, where it potentiates syn-
apses activated by concurrent, innocuous
sensory stimuli [conditioned stimuli (CS)].
As a result, the BLA neurons respond more
strongly to subsequent presentations of the
CS. This enhanced BLA activity leads to
greater activation of the CeA, and thus pro-
motes the initiation of defensive actions

when the CS is present (reviewed in Herry
and Johansen, 2014, Nat Neurosci 17:1644).

The activity of BLA neurons is height-
ened in people with fear and anxiety dis-
orders. How does this affect fear learning?
To address this question, Sengupta et al.
used chemogenetic technology [designer
receptors exclusively activated by designer
drugs (DREADDs)] to increase activity of
principal neurons in the BLA while mice
underwent fear conditioning. In the sim-
plest form of conditioning, when a visual
cue was paired with a foot shock, activa-
tion of BLA neurons had no discernable
effect on fear learning or extinction.

Like other forms of learning, however,
fear conditioning is thought to be driven by
prediction errors: the difference between
what is expected and what actually occurs.
As an animal learns that a certain US always
follows a particular CS, the prediction error
evoked by the US becomes smaller, the sig-
nal sent to the BLA is attenuated, and even-
tually, no more learning occurs. The effects
of prediction errors on learning are revealed
by training paradigms called blocking and
overestimation. Sengupta et al. found that
chemogenetic activation of BLA during
training produced abnormal fear responses
in both of these paradigms. In both cases,
fear responses were higher than normal af-
ter BLA was activated.

These results suggest that heightened
activation of BLA interferes with the use
of prediction errors to shape learning.
This might occur because greater baseline
activity in BLA neurons diminishes the
need for a prediction-error-based teach-
ing signal to promote synaptic plasticity at
CS-activated synapses. As a result of such
enhanced BLA activity, people may have
trouble learning which stimuli are most
predictive of danger and how much dan-
ger each stimulus predicts, potentially
leading to the generalized fear responses
that characterize anxiety disorders.
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Spiking of a neuron in mouse OT (bottom panel) increases
before the onset of licking (red vertical line). Top panel shows
each lick. See Gadziola and Wesson for details.
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